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Wow... this is a property you do not want to miss
out on! A wonderful traditional 1930s home
which has tastefully and sympathetically
extended and modernised, the result is superb.
The accommodation is deceptive offering well
proportioned rooms with a number of extras. A
viewing is recommended to appreciate what this
property has to offer.

Well screened from the road with off road
parking and recessed porch with contemporary
door opening into a spacious hallway with a
turned staircase on the right hand side leading to
the first floor, storage below and access to
principle rooms. You will find 2 well proportioned
reception rooms on the left hand side, currently
the lounge is positioned at the front with square
bay window allowing natural light pour in whilst
the rear dining area has access onto the garden.

The HUB of the house has to be the living
kitchen diner which benefits from being
extended to the rear and provides a range of
kitchen units on the left with space for free
standing cooker, access to the rear porch on the
right whilst ahead you have the living dining area
with vaulted ceiling and dual aspect over the
garden which allows natural light to pour in. You
will also find a connecting door into the utility
pantry which provides further storage, sink and
plumbing for white goods.

From the rear porch you have a boiler room,
separate WC and the home office which could
be a great play room, snug or hobby room.

Making your way upstairs you have a split landing
with the family bathroom which offers a 4 piece,
white suite with large walk in shower, vaulted
ceiling with sky light and half timber panelled
walls.

Continuing to the landing on the left you have 4
generous bedrooms, three of which are doubles
(two having built in storage) and one single.

Th pride and joy for the current owners is the



garden. Wonderfully mature which helps create
privacy with a patio area to the immediate rear,
access to one of the two summer houses on the
right (the other is at the rear left side) whilst
the majority is laid to lawn with well stocked
borders.



These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute
any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact,
but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has
the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.

12 High Street, Bromborough, Wirral, CH62 7HA
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Viewing

Please contact our Brennan Ayre O'Neill ‐ Bromborough Office on 0151 343 9060
if you wish to arrange a viewing appointment for this property or require further information.
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